
Test cases Result Remarks
Web page content should be correct without any spelling or grammatical errors PASS
All fonts should be same as per the requirements. PASS
All the text should be properly aligned. FAIL Did not report this, as was instructed to ignore UI issues
All the error messages should be correct without any spelling or grammatical errors and the error message 
should match with the field label. PASS
All the fields should be properly aligned. FAIL Did not report this, as was instructed to ignore UI issues
Enough space should be provided between field labels, columns, rows, and error messages. FAIL Did not report this, as was instructed to ignore UI issues
All the buttons should be in a standard format and size. PASS
Home link should be there on every single page. PASS
Disabled fields should be grayed out. PASS
Check for broken links and images. PASS
Confirmation message should be displayed for any kind of update and delete operation. PASS
Check the site on different resolutions (640 x 480, 600×800 etc.?) PASS
Check the end user can run the system without frustration. PASS
Check the tab should work properly. PASS
Scroll bar should appear only if required. PASS
If there is an error message on submit, the information filled by the user should be there. PASS
Title should display on each web page PASS
All fields (Textbox, dropdown, radio button, etc) and buttons should be accessible by keyboard shortcuts 
and the user should be able to perform all operations by using keyboard. PASS
Check if the dropdown data is not truncated due to the field size. Also, check whether the data is hardcoded 
or managed via administrator. PASS
Test all the mandatory fields should be validated. PASS
Test the asterisk sign should display for all the mandatory fields. PASS
Test the system should not display the error message for optional fields. PASS
Test the numeric fields should not accept the alphabets and proper error message should display. PASS
Test for negative numbers if allowed for numeric fields. PASS
Test the max length of every field to ensure the data is not truncated. PASS
Test the pop up message (“This field is limited to 500 characters”) should display if the data reaches the 
maximum size of the field. PASS
Test that a confirmation message should display for update and delete operations. PASS
Test the amount values should display in currency format. PASS
Test all input fields for special characters. PASS
Test the timeout functionality. PASS
Test the Sorting functionality. PASS
Test the functionality of the buttons available PASS
Test all the uploaded documents are opened properly. PASS
Test the user should be able to download the uploaded files. PASS
Test the website in different browsers (IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari and Opera) and ensure the website is 
displaying properly. PASS
Test the images display correctly in different browsers. PASS



Test the fonts are usable in different browsers. PASS
Verify the web page which contains important data like password, credit card numbers, secret answers for 
security question etc should be submitted via HTTPS (SSL). FAIL HTTPS not being used
Verify the important information like password, credit card numbers etc should display in encrypted format. FAIL
Verify password rules are implemented on all authentication pages like Registration, forgot password, 
change password. PASS
Verify the error messages should not display any important information. PASS
Verify if the user is logged out from the system or user session was expired, the user should not be able to 
navigate the site. PASS
Verify to access the secured and non-secured web pages directly without login. PASS
Verify the user account gets locked out if the user is entering the wrong password several times. FAIL No such functionality exists
Verify if, any functionality is not working, the system should not display any application, server, or database 
information. Instead, it should display the custom error page. PASS
Verify the user roles and their rights. For Example, the requestor should not be able to access the admin 
page. PASS
Verify the writers are able to acccess their dashboard only and able to submit Article PASS
Verify the editors are able to access the articles written by writers PASS
Verify that editors are able to Reject, Edit or publish articles by writers PASS
Verify that admin can overwrite any action done by editor or editor PASS



Test cases Result Remarks
To validate whether all the required mandatory fields are working as required. PASS

To validate that the mandatory fields are displayed in the screen in a distinctive way than the 
non-mandatory fields. PASS

To validate whether the application works as per as requirement whenever the application 
starts/stops. PASS
To validate whether the application goes into minimized mode whenever there is an 
incoming phone call. PASS
To validate whether the phone is able to store, process and receive SMS whenever the app 
is running. PASS

To validate that the device is able to perform required multitasking requirements whenever it is 
necessary to do so. PASS

To validate that the application allows necessary social network options such as sharing, posting 
and navigation etc. PASS

To validate that the page scrolling scenarios are being enabled in the application as necessary. PASS

To validate that the navigation between relevant modules in the application are as per the 
requirement. PASS

To validate that the truncation errors are absolutely to an affordable limit. PASS

To validate that the user receives an appropriate error message like “Network error. Please try 
after some time” whenever there is any network error. PASS

To validate that the installed application enables other applications to perform satisfactorily, 
and it does not eat into the memory of the other applications. PASS

To validate whether the application performs according to the requirement in all versions of 
Mobile that is 2g, 3g and 4g. PASS

To validate whether the application provides an available user guide for those who are not 
familiar to the app FAIL No tutorial provided

To validate application performance when network is changed to WIFI from 2G/3G or vice versa. PASS

To validate that the battery consumption, memory leaks, resources like GPS, Camera 
performance is well within required guidelines. PASS

To ensure that the buttons should have the required size and be suitable to big fingers. PASS

To ensure that the buttons are placed in the same section of the screen to avoid confusion to the 
end users. PASS

To ensure that the icons are natural and consistent with the application. PASS

To ensure that the buttons, which have the same function should also have the same color. PASS

To ensure that the validation for the tapping zoom-in and zoom-out facilities should be enabled. PASS



To ensure that the keyboard input can be minimized in an appropriate manner. PASS

To ensure that the application provides a method for going back or undoing an action, on 
touching the wrong item, within an acceptable duration. PASS

To ensure that the text is kept simple and clear to be visible to the users. PASS

To ensure that the short sentences and paragraphs are readable to the end users. PASS

To ensure that the font size is big enough to be readable and not too big or too small. PASS

To validate that the closing of the application is performed from different states and verify if it re-
opens in the same state. PASS

To ensure that all strings are converted into appropriate languages whenever a language 
translation facility is available. PASS

To ensure that the application items are always synchronized according to the user actions. PASS

To ensure that the end user is provided with a user manual which helps the end user to 
understand and operate the application who may be not familiar with the applicationʼs 
proceedings FAIL There is no tutorial provided 

To validate that the user Interface of the application is as per the screen size of the device, no 
text/control is partially invisible or inaccessible. PASS

To ensure that the text is readable for all users for the application. PASS

To ensure that the call/alarm functionality is enabled whenever the application is running. The 
application is minimized or suspended on the event of a call and then whenever the call stops 
the application is resumed. PASS

Installation testing (whether the application can be installed in a reasonable amount of time and 
with required criterion) PASS

Uninstallation testing (whether the application can be uninstalled in a reasonable amount of 
time and with required criterion) PASS



Battery Test
App was left open in background for 2 hours without any other apps and the phone battery was at 100% in optimal temparaturehttps://www.loom.com/share/ed56e3e9e16148878078d49bd478f874

https://www.loom.com/share/ed56e3e9e16148878078d49bd478f874


Test cases Result Remarks
Check for content accuracy PASS

Check for proper error notification messages PASS

Check for appropriateness and relevancy of the content PASS

Make sure that the language is properly formatted PASS

Ensure that the content layout of the app is error-free PASS

Make sure that the text length is not causing text clipping owing to pseudo localization. PASS

Ensure that certain font properties cannot be changed PASS

Check for text alignment, mirroring, etc. PASS



Test cases Result Remarks
Check for memory usage, leaks, CPU performance, camera performance, etc. FAIL Application is using too much memory

Kindly refer to the report below
https://report.apptim.com/public/f89c9f08-50f2-4b56-b002-a496e416529e-75726f6f-b0e3-47b7-a1fa-28c7dac19891/report/report/index.html

https://report.apptim.com/public/f89c9f08-50f2-4b56-b002-a496e416529e-75726f6f-b0e3-47b7-a1fa-28c7dac19891/report/report/index.html


Test cases Result Remarks
Inspect the app behavior when connected to networks of varied strength such as 2G, 3G 4G, etc. PASS

Check the app behavior when connected to WIFi. Also, check for authentication flaws. PASS

Verify the app behavior when the network can be barely reached or is out of reach PASS

Check how the app is behaving once it’s been restarted FAIL

Kindly check the complete video below, Network switching testing is performed in the below video
https://www.loom.com/share/45eb66b5a8fb44089a383bf036935421

https://www.loom.com/share/45eb66b5a8fb44089a383bf036935421


Sections Tested (Yes/No)
Approve/Reject Yes
Feeds Yes
Contest Yes
Brief Data Yes
Special Videoes Yes
Surverys Yes
Live Statistics Yes
Trending Yes
Custom ads Yes
Dahboard ads Yes
Feedbacks Yes
Notifications Yes
Users list Yes
Non registered users Yes
Analytics Yes
Network Ads Yes
Web page create Yes
Editors Yes
Content Writers Yes
Categories Yes
Sub categories Yes
Location Yes


